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Abstract. An initial stage of a software development is a specification
of the system requirements. Frequently, these requirements are expressed
in UML and consist of use cases and a domain model. A use case is a
sequence of tasks, which have to be performed to achieve a specific goal.
The tasks of the use case are written in a natural language. The domain model describes objects used in the use cases. In this paper, we
present an approach that allows automated generation of an executable
code directly from the use cases written in a natural language. Use of
the generation significantly accelerates the system development, e.g. it
makes immediate verification of requirements completeness possible and
the generated code can be used as a starting point for the final implementation. A prototype implementation of the approach is also described
in the paper.
Keywords: Use cases, code generation, requirement engineering, natural language.

1

Introduction

Development of software is covered by several stages from which one of the most
important is the initial stage — collecting system requirements. These requirements can be captured in many forms but using the Unified Modeling Language
(UML) has become an industry standard at least for large and medium enterprise applications. Development with UML [6] is based on modeling the developed system at multiple levels of abstraction. Such a separation helps developers
to reflect specific aspects of the designed system on different levels and therefore
to get a “whole picture” of the system.
Development with the UML starts with defining goals of the system. Then,
main characteristics of the system requirements are identified and described. A
behavior of the developed system is specified as a set of use cases. A use case is a
description of a single task performed in the designed system [2]. The task itself
is further divided into a sequence of steps that are performed by communicating
entities. These entities are either parts of the system or users of the system. The
step of a use case is specified by natural language sentences. The use cases of the

system are completed by a domain model that describes entities, which together
form the designed system and which are referred in the use cases.
Bringing a system from the designing stage to the market is a very timeconsuming and also money-consuming task. A possibility to generate an implementation draft directly from the system requirements would be very helpful
for both requirement engineers and developers and it would significantly speed
up development of the system and decrease time required to deliver the system
to the market and also decrease amount of spent money. The system use cases
contain work-flow information and together with the domain model capture all
important information and therefore seem to be sufficient for such a generation.
But the problem is that use cases are written in natural language and there is a
gap to overcome to generate a system code.
1.1

Goals of the paper

In this paper, we describe an approach, which allows to generate an implementation of a system from the use cases written in a natural language. The
process proposed in the paper enables software developers to take an advantage
of the carefully written system requirements in order to accelerate the development and to provide immediate feedback for the project’s requirement engineers
by highlighting missing parts of the system requirements. The process fits into
the incremental development where in each iteration developers can eliminate
shortcomings in design. The process can be customized to fit any enterprise
application project.
Described approach is implemented in a proof-of-the-concept tool and tested
on a case study system.
To achieve the goals, the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an
overview of the UML models and technologies required for a use case analysis.
Section 3 shows how our generation tool is employed in application development
process and Sec. 4 describes the tool and all generation steps in detail. Section 5
evaluates our approach and the paper is concluded in Sec. 6, where future plans
are also shown.

2

Specification of Requirements

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized specification language
for the software development. Development with UML is based on modeling a
system at multiple levels of abstraction in separated models. Each model represented as a set of documents clarifies the abstraction on a particular level and
captures different aspects of the modeled system. The UML based metodologies
standardize whole development process and ensures that the designed system
will meet all the requirements. UML also increases possibilities to reuse existing
models and simplifies reuse of an implemented code.
In this paper, we work with the UML documents created during the initial
stage of the system development, i.e. the requirement specification. Results of
the stage are captured in use cases and domain model.

2.1

Use Cases

A use case in the context of UML is a description of a process where a set of
entities cooperates together to achieve a goal of the use case. The entities in the
use case can refer to the whole system, parts of the system, or users. Each use case
has a single entity called system under discussion (SuD); from the perspective
of this entity, the whole use case is written. An entity with which SuD primarily
communicates is called a primary actor (PA). Other entities involved in the use
case are called supporting actors (SA).
Each use case is a textual document written in a natural language. The book
[2] recommends the following structure of the use case: (1) header, (2) main
scenario, (3) extensions, and (4) sub-variations.
The header contains a name of the use case, SuD entity, primary actor and
supporting actors. The main scenario (also called the success scenario) defines
a list of steps (also called actions) written as sentences in a natural language
that are performed to achieve the goal of the use case. An action can be extended
with a branch action, which reflects possible diversions from the main scenario.
There are two types of the branch actions: extensions and sub-variations. In
an extension, actions are performed in addition to the extended action while in
a sub-variation, actions are performed instead of the extended action. The first
sub-action of a branch action is called a conditional label and describes necessary
condition under which the branch action is performed.
The above described structure is not the only possible one — designers can
use any structure they like. In our approach, we assume the use cases hold
these recommendation as it allows us to process the use case automatically and
generate the system implementation. Such an assumption does not limit the
whole approach in a significant way, hence the book [2] is widely considered as
a “bible” for writing the use cases (in addition, we already have an approach for
using use cases with in fact any structure — see Sec. 6).
In the rest of the paper we use as an example a Marketplace project for
online selling and buying. A global view of the application entities is depicted on
Figure 1. There are several actors, which communicate with the system. Seller s
enter an offer to the system and Buyer s search for interesting offers. Both of them
mainly communicate directly with the Computer system — in few cases, they
have to communicate through a Clerk who passes information to the Computer
system. There is also a Supervisor which maintains the Computer system. A
Credit verification agency verifies Seller’s and Buyer’s operations and finally a
Trade commission confirms the offers.
The use case on Figure 2a is a part of the Marketplace specification (the whole
specification has 19 use cases) and it describes a communication between the
Buyer (as PA), Clerk (as SuD), and Computer system. It is prepared according
the recommendations.
2.2

Domain Model

A domain model describes entities appearing in the designed system. Typically,
the domain model is captured as a UML class diagram and consists of three

Fig. 1: The Marketplace project entities.
types of elements: (1) conceptual classes, (2) attributes of conceptual classes, and
(3) associations among conceptual classes. Conceptual classes represent objects
used in the system use cases. The attributes are features of the represented
objects and associations describe relations among the classes. Figure 2b shows
the Marketplace domain model.

(a) Use case example

(b) Domain model

Fig. 2: Marketplace requirements

2.3

Procasor Tool and Procases

The Procasor [5] is a tool for automated transformation of a natural language
(English) use cases into a formal behaviour specification. The transformations
are described in [7] and further extended in [3] where almost all restrictions of a
use case step syntax were removed.
As a formalism into which the natural language use cases are transformed
the Procasor uses procases [7] that are a special form of behavior protocols [10].
In addition to procases, a UML state machine diagram is also generated.
The procase is a regular-expression-like specification, which can describe an
entity behavior as well as the whole system behavior [9]. The procases generate so
called traces that represent all possible valid sequences of the actions described
by the use cases. Figure 4 shows a procase derived from the use case shown in
Figure 2a.

A procase is composed of operators (i.e. +, ;), procedure calls ({,}), action
tokens, and supporting symbols (i.e. round parenthesis for specifying operators’
precedence). Each action token represents a single action that has to be performed and its notation is composed of several parts. First, there is a single
character representing a type of the action. The possible types are ? resp. ! for
request receiving resp. sending action, # for internal actions (unobservable by
others than SuD) and % for special actions. The action type is followed by the
entity name on which the action is performed. Finally, the name of the action
itself is the last part (separated by a dot). In a case, the entity name is omitted,
the action is internal. For example, ?B.submitSelectOffer is the submitSelectOffer
action where SuD waits for a request from the B (Buyer) entity.
The procases use the same set of operation as regular expressions. These are:
* for iteration, ; for sequencing, and + for alternatives. In this paper, we call
the alternative operator as a branch action, its operands (actions) as branches,
and the iteration operator with its operand as a loop action.
A special action is NULL which means no activity and is used in places where
is no activity but the procase syntax requires an action specified (e.g. with the
alternative operator). Another special action is the first action inside a not main
scenario branch, which is called condition branch label and express the condition
under which the branch is triggered.
Procedure calls (written as curly brackets) represent a behavior (mostly composed of inner actions) of the request receive action after which they are placed
(the action is called trigger action).
2.4

Goals Revisited

As described in the sections above, the Procasor tool parses the use cases written in a natural language and generates a formal specification of behavior of
the designed system. A straightforward idea is then why to stop just with the
generated behavior description and not to generate also an implementation of
the system which implements the work-flow captured in the use cases.
The goal of this paper is to present an extension of the Procasor tool that
based on the use cases generates an executable implementation of the designed
system.

3

Generating Process

The development process with our generating tool is as follows. First, requirement engineers collect all requirements and describe them in the form of use
cases. Then the Procasor tool automatically generates procases. In parallel, the
requirement engineers create a project domain model. As a next step of validating the use cases, the generated procases can be reviewed. Then, our generator
is employed and produces an implementation of the developed system. The generated implementation consists of three main parts: (i) use case objects where

work-flow captured in a use case is generated, (ii) pages which are used to communicate with users of the system, and (iii) entity data objects which correspond
with manipulated objects.
The generated implementation is only an initial draft and serves primarily for
testing the use cases and domain model. But it can be also used as a skeleton for
the actual implementation and/or to allow customers can gain first impressions
of the application. The whole process is illustrated on Figure 3.

Fig. 3: Generator employment

At this point a single common mistake have to be emphasized (which is
also emphasized in [6]). The system requirements cannot be understood as final and unchangeable. Especially in incremental development, the requirements
are created in several iterations and obviously the first versions are incomplete.
Therefore if the generator is used on such use cases, it can generate completely
wrong implementation. But this implementation can be used to validate the use
case, repair them and regenerate the implementation.

4

Generating Tool in Detail

The generator of the implementation takes as an input the procases generated
by the Procasor and the created domain model of the designed system. From
these inputs, it generates the executable implementation.
The generation is automated and it consists of three steps:
1. First, procases generated from the Procasor are rearranged into a form, in
which still follow the Procase syntax but are more suitable for generating
the implementation (Sec. 4.1).
2. Then, a relation between words used in the use cases and elements in the
domain model is obtained and parameters (i.e. their numbers and types) of
the methods are identified (Sec. 4.2).
3. Finally, the implementation of the designed system is generated (Sec. 4.3).

4.1

Procase Preprocessing

The procases produced by the Procasor do not contain procedure calls brackets
(see 2.3), which are crucial for successful transformation of the procases into
the code. Except several marginal cases, each use case is a request-response sequence between SuD and PA (for enterprise applications). In the procase, a single
request-response element is represented as a sequence of actions from which the
first one is the request receive action (i.e. starts with ?) and then followed by
zero or more other actions (i.e. sending request action, internal actions, etc.). In
other words, SuD receives the request action, then performs a list of other actions, and finally returns the result (i.e. end of the initial request receive action).
Hence, the sequence of actions after the request receive action can be modeled
as a procedure content and enclosed in the procedure call brackets. The following example is a simple procase in a form produced by the Procasor: ?PA.a;
#b; !SA.c; ?PA.d; #e; #f. After identifying the procedure calls, the procase
is modified into the following form: ?PA.a{#b; !SA.c};?PA.d{#e; #f}. At the
end, the code generated from this procase consists of two procedures — first one
generated from the ?PA.a action and internally calling the procedures resulted
from #b and !SA.c, and the second one generated from ?PA.d and calling #e
and #f.
The approach described in the paragraph above works fine except for several
cases. In particular, these are: (1) first action of the use case is not a request
receive action, (2) a request receive action is in a branch(es), and (3) a request
receive action is anywhere inside a loop.
In a case the first action of the use case is not a request receive action, a special action INIT is prepended to the use case and the action till the first request
receive action are enclosed in the procedure call brackets. In the generated code,
a procedure generated from the INIT action is called automatically before the
other actions.
Two other cases cannot be solved directly and require more complex preprocessing. To solve these cases, we enhance procases with so called conditional
events, which allow to “cut” branches of the procase and arrange them in a
sequence, but which do not modify the procase syntax.
The conditional events allow to mark branches of the alternatives by a
boolean variable (written in the procase just as a name without any prefix symbol
followed by a colon, e.g. D:). Such a mark modifies the behavior of the procase
in a way that only the traces which contain the action with a declaration of
the variable (to true) continue with this marked branch. When the value of the
variable is false, the traces continue with the unmarked branches. Variables can
be set to true via the action written as the variable name prefixed with the $
symbol (e.g. $D) or to false by its name with the $ and ∼ symbols (e.g. ∼$D).
At the beginning of each procase, all variables are undeclared.
Branch transformation First, we sketch how to rearrange a procase with the
request receive action placed in a branch. The general approach of identifying

procedures as described above does not work as it would result in nested procedures. To avoid them, it is necessary to rearrange the procase in order to place
affected branches sequentially.
The rearrangement in a basic form is described as follows. Actions belonging to subsequent actions of the processing request receive action are cut out
and wrapped into new procedure call. The new procedure call is put into new
branch action beside NULL and marked with new conditional event variable.
The new conditional event variable declaration is appended on previous place of
the request receive action.
Figure 4 shows procase before and after Preprocessing transformation. The
processed procase is completely equivalent to the former one (they generate the
same set of traces) and does not contain the problematic branch.

Fig. 4: Procase example before and after Preprocessing.

Loop transformation The transformation of the procases with the request
receive action located in a loop action is quite similar to the previous case.
Again, the transformation guarantees that the resulting procase generates the
same traces as the original one. The following procase is an example with the
request receive action inside the loop: ?PA.a;#b;(#c;?PA.d;#e)*#f — and the
resulting transformed procase: ?PA.a {#b; (#c; $D + #f )}; (D: ?PA.d {#e;
(#c + #f; ∼$D)} + NULL)*.
Unresolved cases In a case the request receive action is located in two or more
nested loops or in a loop nested in branches, the previous two transformations do
not work. The procase is then marked as unresolved, excluded from the further
processing and has to be managed manually. On the other hand, such use cases
are very unreadable (see [6] for suggestions about avoiding the nested branches
and loops) and therefore the skipped use cases are candidates for rewriting in a
more simple and readable way.

4.2

Determining Arguments

Once the procases have been preprocessed into sequences of actions grouped
as procedure calls, the next step is to determine arguments of the identified
procedures, types of the arguments, and how their values are assigned. The
arguments are subsequently used as arguments for methods in the final generated
code.
As mentioned in [6], noun phrases appearing in the use cases are tied to the
domain model elements labels and this connection is used in our approach for
identifying the arguments. The process of determining arguments is as follows.
The noun phrases which may refer to the data manipulated in the use case
step are extracted by the Procasor from the use case step sentence. The list
of extracted words is matched against keywords of the domain model (by the
keywords we mean names of the classes, attributes, and associations). There are
many options to match the keywords — currently in our implementation we use
a simple case-insensitive equality of strings.
The determined types are compared with arguments of previous procedures
(if exist) and the already used arguments are copied (their values). If the previous
procedures are located in a branch parallel with the NULL action they are
excluded from processing as they may not be called before the processed one.
Now, the process behaves differently based on a type of the entity, on which the
action is called. The types are (1) human user entities (UE) such as buyer, seller,
etc. and (2) parts of the system or other computer systems (SE). For the trigger
action and actions with UE SuD, the unmatched determined types are used as
arguments (i.e. parameters which have to be inputted by users). For actions with
SE SuD the unmatched determined types are also added as arguments but with
default values (during the development of the final application, developers have
to provide correct values for them).
4.3

Application Generation

Generation of the final application employs multiple commonly used design patterns. Based on these patterns, the generated code is structured into three layers
— presentation layer, middle (business) layer, and data layer. In the following
text, we refer to objects of the presentation layer as pages because the most
commonly used presentation layer in contemporary large applications employs
web pages but any type of the user interface can be generated in the same way.
The middle layer consists of so called use case objects which contain the business logic of the application. Also, the middle layer contains entity objects where
the internal logic (implementation of the basic actions) is generated (the use
case objects implement the ordering of the actions and call the entity objects).
We do not describe generation of the data layer, as it is well captured in
common UML tools and frameworks (generation of classes from class diagrams
etc. — see Sec. 5).
The generation depends on the type of entity — pages are generated for UE
while for SE only non-interactive code. Thus, a page is generated for every action

performed by UE (procedure call triggering actions and procedure call internal
actions).
If the use case has SuD as UE then elements generated from the internal
actions of a procedure call are named with the suffix “X” to allow their easier identification during future development as in most cases they have to be
modified.
Based on a combination of communicating actors, the generation distinguishes four cases how the code is generated from a procedure call.
(i) If PA and/or SA is UE, then a page is generated for every procedure
call, which is triggered by this UE. Otherwise (i.e. PA/SA is SE), (ii) an action
implementation method is generated in the actor entity object and the action
method body contains a call to the corresponding use case object.
(iii) If SuD is UE, then a method in the corresponding use case object is
generated for each procedure call of SuD. The method body calls the actor
entity object and redirects to “X” pages, which manage the internal procedure
call actions. Internal procedure call actions are generated in a similar way to the
request receive action with UE PA — the “X” page and a method inside the
“X” use case object are generated. The method inside the “X” use case object is
generated as a simple delegation method to the corresponding entity object and
redirection to the particular page. And finally (iv) if SuD is SE, then inside the
corresponding use case object, a method with the body containing the internal
procedure call actions is generated.
Figure 5 shows the procase of the Buyer-buys-selected-offer use case and
generated elements of this use case.
The following sections describe each type of the generated objects in more
details.

Fig. 5: Generated elements

Pages As generated, pages are intended for testing the use cases and are expected to be reimplemented during the further development. A single page is
generated for each action interacting with UE. In a case of UE PA there is a
page for every triggering action and in addition for UE SuD there is also a page
for every procedure call internal action. If the action has arguments which can
be inputted then for each of them an input field is generated. Values are assigned
by humans during testing the generated system.
For the UE PA actions, the corresponding pages have a button (an input
control element) that allows to continue to the next page i.e. to continue in the
use case (there is only a single button as there is no other choice to continue).
On the pages belonging to the UE SuD actions, there are several buttons, which
reflect the possibilities of continuation in the original use case. For a sequence
of the actions, the page contains the “continue” button; if the next action is
a branch action then the page contains a button for each branch (the default
button is for the main scenario branch — the buttons for the rest of the branches
are labeled by the branch condition label; if the next action is a loop action then
the page has a button to enter the loop and another button to skip the loop
(following definition of loop operation).
Use Case Objects The use case objects contain the business logic (work-flow)
of the use case, i.e an order of actions in the main scenario and all possible
branches. Bodies of the generated methods differ according to SuD.
UE SuD: As described above, a method in the corresponding use case object
is generated for each procedure call of UE SuD. For each trigger action, the
method body contains a call to the particular entity object and redirection to
a page of the subsequent action. For internal procedure call actions, a similar
method body is created in “X” use case object.
SE SuD: A body of the method generated for the procedure call trigger
action from the use case with the SE SuD contains the internal procedure calls.
For the SuD internal actions, methods are called on the use case SuD entity
object and for request send actions, methods are called on the action triggered
entity objects.
The branch actions are generated as a sequence of the condition statements
(i.e. if () ... else if () ...) with as many elements as branches in the branch
action. In each if statement a particular actions are generated while the last
else statement contains the main scenario actions. A similar construction but
with a loop statement (while) is created for the loop action.
The number of iteration in the loop statement and choice of the particular
branch in the condition statements cannot be determined from the use case.
Therefore, the statements are generated with predefined but configurable constants inside the use case object.
Entity Data Objects The internal logic of actions is not captured by the use
cases neither by the domain model. Therefore, the entity objects are generated
with almost empty methods containing only calls to a logger and they have to

be finished by developers. For testing purposes, the logging methods seem to
be the most suitable ones as designers can immediately check the traces of the
generated system.
4.4

Navigation

Navigation (transitions) between the pages is an important part of the application internal logic as it determines the order of procedure calls and sequence
of actions. The navigation is derived from the procases as a set of navigation
rules. The pages/objects have associated these rules that contain under which
circumstances which transition has to be chosen.
In general, the navigation rules are created from special actions that can
change transitions (aborts, etc.), branch actions, and loops. In a case of the use
case with SE SuD, the rules are applied to determine transitions between calls
of the actions. In a case of UE SuD, the rules determine how the pages are
generated, i.e. which buttons are placed on them.
4.5

Implementation Details

To prove our approach is feasible, we have implemented the proposed generator.
As a particular technology in which applications are generated, we chose the
Java EE platform with Enterprise Java Beans as business layer and Java Server
Faces as presentation layer. The generator itself has been written in plain Java.
The generator generates sources together with an Ant build file, which can
immediately compile and deploy the application to the JBoss application server,
which allows users to inspect and modify code and iteratively test the application.
Based on the chosen technologies and used design patterns the first two
application layers are mapped into the following five tiers. The pages resulted
in two tiers: (i) JSF pages and (ii) backing beans. The middle layer then results
into tree tiers: (iii) business delegator tier, (iv) Enterprise Java Bean tier, and
finally (v) manager tier. Generation of the data persistence layer is not currently
supported but it is a simple task, which will be added soon (see Sec. 6).

5

Evaluation and Related Work

To verify our generator, we used it on the Marketplace application (see Sec. 2.1).
The generated implementation was compiled and directly deployed to an application server. The implementation consists of approx. 70 classes with 13 EJBs.
The complete application has 92 action, from which only 16 actions were generated with wrong arguments and had to be repaired manually (we are working
on an enhanced method of argument detection — see Sec. 6).
Testing of the generated application discovered a necessity to add one use
case, two missing extensions in another use case, and also suggested restructuring

other two use cases. All these defects also could be detected directly from the
use cases but with generated application, they became evident immediately.
Our tool can be also viewed as an ideal application of the Model-driven
Architectures (MDA) [8] approach. In this view, the uses cases and domain
model serve as a platform independent model, which via several transformations
are transformed directly into an executable code, i.e. platform specific model.
Currently, the existing tools usually generate just data structures (source
code files, database tables, or XML descriptors) from the UML class diagrams
but no interaction between entities (i.e. they handle just the class diagrams) and
as far as we know, there is no tool/project that generates the implementation
from the description in a natural language. Below, there are several projects or
tools that take as an input not only class diagrams but still they work with
diagrams and not with a natural language.
The AndroMDA [1] is the generator framework which transforms the UML
models into an implementation. It supports transformations into several technologies and it is possible to add new transformations. In general, it works with
the class diagrams and based on the class stereotypes, it generates the source
code. Moreover, it can be extended to work with other diagram types. A similar
generator (made as an Eclipse extension) is openArchitectureWare [11], which
is a general model-to-model transformation framework.
In [12], the sequence diagrams together with class diagram are used to generate fragments of code in a language similar to Java. The generation is based
on the order of messages captured in the sequence diagram and the structure of
the class diagram. There is also a proposed algorithm for checking consistency
between these two types of diagrams.
Similarly in [4], Java code fragments are generated from the collaboration
and class diagrams. The authors use enhanced collaboration diagrams in order
to allow better management of variables in the generated code.
In [13], the use cases are automatically parsed and together with a domain
model are used to produce a state transition machine, which reflects behavior of
the system. From the high level view, the used approach is very similar to our
solution but they allow to process only very restricted use cases and thus the
approach is quite limited.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

The approach proposed in the paper allows for automated generation of executable code directly from a requirements specification written as use cases in
a natural language. Also, we have developed a prototype, which generates JEE
applications via the proposed approach.
Applications generated by our tool are immediately ready to be deployed and
launched and they are suitable for testing the use cases (i.e. if the requirement
specification is complete and well structured) and as a starting point for the
development of the real implementation.

The proposed generator has several shortcomings, which suit for further improvements. An important issue is connected with associations among the classes
in the domain model. The current implementation correctly handles just one-toone associations. The one-to-many or many-to-many associations result in the
code of an application to arrays and therefore the determination of the arguments is more complex. We plan to solve association limitation by analysis of
sentence to determine whether a method argument is the array or object itself.
Also, we plan to add a categorization of verbs to allow better management of
arguments of the procedures. Finally, we plan to add the generation of a data
layer to the application.
The required structure of the use cases (based on recommendations in [2])
can be seen as another limitation but we already have an approach, which allows
processing of use cases with almost any structure (see [3]) and we are incorporating it to the implementation.
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